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KIMBERLY BERG

“Creatress IV”
Pastel
26” x 19”

KIMBERLY BERG
“STARLIT SYNCHRONICITIES”                                                                          MAY 5-JUNE 14,  2018

Judy Chicago stated, “I am trying to make art that relates to the deepest and most mythic concerns of 
human kind and I believe that, at this moment of history, feminism is humanism.” A self proclaimed male 
feminist, Kimberly Berg champions his female figures through an artistic exploration of women’s 
relationship to nature. Celebrating images of the female nude with mystic and sacred images such as the 
sun and mandalas, Kimberly Berg’s figures take on a monumental quality, radiating power and divinity.

“As a male, feminist artist, I believe we are living at a significant turning point in human history,” Kimberly Berg 
states. “A monumental change is happening in regard to the status of women in Western and other societies worldwide. 
I believe the artist can play an important role in furthering this historical transformation.” Emphasizing the primal 
relationship of women and nature, Kimberly Berg alternately blends his figures into the background and places them 
as the central focus of the composition. Exploring woman’s primal roots, her ability to birth, and her goddess-based 
spirituality, the compositional narratives are inspired by a chronology of art history and female mythology and prowess. 

Drawing from photographs, Kimberly Berg renders his female figures in supreme realism in backgrounds 
that are imaginary. Combining both spiritual and erotic qualities of the female form, his paintings embody the 
essence of intermingling media of pastels and graphite, as it synthesizes into rich, nuanced textures. Studying 
the female nude through a multitude of poses, Kimberly Berg depicts his figures as strong, passive, confident, 
but never shown as weak. Composed in divine and organic backgrounds that serve as a metaphor for wom-
ankind, his integration of sacred symbolism such as the cosmos, mandalas, and circular forms emphasize his 
deep worship of femininity and the nature, inherent strength of women. “I believe it is important that women 
see themselves as leaders and workers capable of changing the direction of the world we live in” he concludes.

Brilliantly integrating individuality into his contemporary master’s oeuvre, Kimberly Berg’s highly styl-
ized technique and important narrative lampoon the feminine mystique to become a social narrative, 
however, what that narrative actually becomes subject to the viewer’s own understanding of the art. Kimberly 
Berg has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions in the United States, an affirmation of his continually ex-
panding reputation. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to showcase the art of this Contemporary Master.



GIORGI BLIADZE

”Clouds of Destiny”
Oil on Canvas
18” x 24” 

GIORGI BLIADZE
“SYNERGY of the STARS”                                                                                 MAY 5-JUNE 14,  2018

Following the credo of Henri Matisse who declared, “An artist must possess Nature. He must identify himself with her rhythm, 
by efforts that will prepare the mastery which will later enable him to express himself in his own language,” Giorgi Bliadze’s 
evanescent landscape paintings transcribe nature in his personal visual lexicon. Translating on canvas his unique artistic vision of the 
world, Mr. Bliadze brilliantly colored expressionist dreamscape reveries illuminate the effervescent energies and fleeting dynamism 
of the natural realm. Through a spectral color palette, he invites a spiritual contemplation of the lusciousness of the natural terrain 
as he fuses the dazzling imagery of nature with the sensation and emotion of powerful painterly expressions. Wishing to enshrine 
that which is beautiful, he freezes scenarios and offers a permanent remembrance of the temporality of the terrestrial kingdom.
 
Through the transcendence of color, Mr. Bliadze’s dream-like, majestic landscape images are visual metaphors for the 
bounty of the terrestrial kingdom. Celebrating the kaleidoscopic color patterns of nature and its reflective surface in the 
landscape, he rejoices in Mother Nature’s lush curves and impassioned colors.  With unique imagination, this gifted 
artist’s oeuvre joyfully communicates the exuberant language of the landscape realm through undulating bursts of color. A 
myriad of rich expressive hues intersect on the canvas with a beautiful intermingling of hues which contribute to a feeling of 
tranquility and charm. By translating nature’s eternal grace, he adroitly encapsulates nature’s everlasting presence, and allows 
the emotional power of the landscape to filter into his canvases.   Mr. Bliadze challenges the viewer to treasure the wonders 
of the land and the result is a radiantly dramatic remembrance of an encounter with nature that transcends the everyday.  
 
Both modern and timeless, Mr. Bliadze’s evanescent compositions provide beauty and inspiring concepts as she com-
memorates the splendor of nature and immortalizes the permanence of our natural world.  His arresting visceral vision 
encapsulates an idyllic, contemplative serenity where the presence of light and shadow radiate a divine visual poetry as the 
viewer is displaced from his contemporary setting and feels he is on the cusp of another timeless yet transitory otherworld. 
Conveying a message of hope and peace, Giorgi Bliadze encourages us to inhale the beauty of nature and embrace its joie de 
vivre.  His oeuvre reminds us that nature is a source of sustenance and happiness, symbolizing the love for the world we all share.  
 
Encapsulating the verdant fertility and chthonic beauty of the environment, Georgia-born, New Jersey based Giorgi Bliadze’s expansive, 
elegant paintings revel in the natural beauty of the land and rejoices in its graceful energy. Sophistication in execution and stunning in 
effect, Giorgi Bliadze’s landscape oeuvre encourages the viewer to connect into the world.  His compositions are gems of the landscape 
genre and have catapulted his to national and international recognition, gracing viewers with his compositions of sky, river, and earth.



ROSANNE CERBO

“NYC Taxis”
Oil on Linen
30”x 40”

ROSANNE CERBO
“SYNERGY of the STARS”                                                                                      MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018   

Inspired by Degas’s statement: “Art is not what you see, but what you make others see,” Rosanne Cerbo’s still life, 
floral and landscape paintings pay tribute to the treasures of everyday life, as well as honoring the sublime majesty 
of the natural world. Inviting us to observe the most simple objects and discover its joy and beauty, she reminds us 
of the unexpected just waiting to be discovered. With an unwavering ability to identify sublime ephemeral beauty, 
she seeks not so much to capture the visual image itself but rather the sensations, memories, and emotions elicited 
in response. Visually reminding us that there is beauty in every moment and in every corner of this wondrous world, 
she delves into the visual minutiae, as she re-creates stolen moments and introduces us to her sensorial realm. 
 
“Art is part, if not whole, of who I am,” Rosanne Cerbo states. “It is my oxygen- it’s why I’m eager to awaken 
from my warm bed to face painting outside on a freezing day. It takes me out of my comfort zone and challenges 
me on a daily basis.” Bridging the past and future through her paintings, Ms. Cerbo skillfully blends classi-
cal training and conventions with decidedly modern elements. Her fluidity of sensitive brush stokes illustrates 
the idyllic quality of nature and are exquisite portals which pay homage to the glorious joys of our universe. 
Transcending the requirements of everyday reality, the hallmark signature of Ms. Cerbo’s oeuvre lies in her unfail-
ing ability to find something beautiful in those everyday things that most people would overlook. Emphasizing 
painterly qualities and strong colors over realistic values, Ms. Cerbo artfully creates a world without limitations.
 
Reverberating with intense colors and rich textures that metamorphose into lines and forms, she 
synthesizes the perfect aesthetic environment where her subjects and nature are combined with dazzling 
intensity and movement. Notably infusing texture and distinctive brushwork to establish mood and motifs 
throughout her compositions, Ms. Cerbo places a strong emphasis on decorative elements and color.  Transposing 
visual fragments into something that is universally sublime, her paintings are prismatic portals which 
encapsulate her own individualistic lexicon of illuminated hues and masterful brush strokes. Inspired by trompe 
l’oeil and vibrant colors, she achieves strong dynamism that speaks to simpler times and forgotten histories.
 
Bright and cheerful with a dose of universalism, Rosanne Cerbo deftly composes sensuous spaces for the 
viewer as she seeks to create dialogue among different layers of visual complexity and metaphorical meaning. A 
resident of Tuxedo New York, Ms. Cerbo is a member of the Salmagundi Club, the Catherine Lorillard Wolfe 
Art Club, the Oil Painters of America, the Ridgewood Art Association, and the American Impressionism Society. 



“My Apple 7”
Mixed Media on Brushed Silver
48” x 24”

GANGA DULEEP

GANGA DULEEP
“SYNERGY of the STARS”                                                MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018
 
John Sloan stated “Art is the response of the living to life. It is therefore the record left behind by civilization.”  With New York 
City as her Muse, cosmopolitan artist Ganga Duleep captures the dynamism and spirit of a pulsating Manhattan.  Offering 
a compelling personal record of the thriving metropolis of “The Big Apple,” Ms. Duleep’s luminous urban city landscapes 
paint the nexus of New York City’s prismatic high rise sky scrapers with elan and vibrancy.  Visually documenting city life, 
her urban cityscape oeuvre encapsulates not only the iconic landmarks and famous architecture of Manhattan, but is also 
skillfully rendered to represent important visual cultural touchstones. These optical panoramas  are not necessarily illustrated 
with map-like accuracy, rather the cosmopolite artist suceeds in expressionistically reflecting  the essence of New York City. 

Glittering lights shine on huge and small building, which collide in a mélange of shadow and geometry, as tiny 
vehicles bustle along tangled lines of street. By creating twisting threads of light which are intertwined together, 
they form the magnificent composition known as Manhattan.  Broken down into visual elements of chromatic color, 
texture, and line, the soaring forms are illuminated by a golden glow and assume a spiritual, organic quality as 
Ganga Duleep’s urban architecture delights all four senses. Tantalizing her viewers’ sense of variegated sight, taste, 
smell, sound, and feeling, her exaggerated architectural perspectives and vertical formats galvanize the electric 
quality of her rendition of a majestic Manhattan. Rich in architectural detail and sparse in detail of inhabitants or 
nature, Ms. Duleep incorporates elements of Expressionism, and Abstract Expressionism, as she translates her wordily 
version of metropolitan urban reality, the magnetism of space and fragments, intermingled with incandescent color.
 
Drawing inspiration for her cosmopolitan pastiches of New York City streets, metropolite Ganga Duleep’s tower-
ing cityscape dioramas are a testament to her obvious talent. Ganga Duleep;s grid pattern format boasts the dynam-
ics and splendors of the ascending architecture which emblazons the unforgettable New York City skyline.  Deft 
workmanship and a keen sense of light render the slick city streets which blur the buildings and the crowds. High 
drama and vivid light effects characterize her urban landscapes’ sweeping compositions with skillful manipula-
tion of color and light which provide an augmented presence to each environment. This dramatic sense of height-
ened reality illustrates sublime tableaux at the intersection of pulsating movement and electricity of New York City.
 
With spirit and sophistication, the cosmopolitan Ganga Duleep’s panoramas reflect a personal vision sensitive to the 
urban world, as she emblematizes the unique essence of NYC as the “Big Apple.”  Also globally widely acclaimed for 
her incandescent nature landscape paintings, international citizen of the world, Ganga Duleep was born in India and 
resides in Connecticut. Internationally exhibited in Europe and Asia featuring important solo and group shows, Ms. 
Duleep has also extensively exhibited throughout Connecticut and New York. Treasured in both public and private collections 
throughout the world, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is delighted to showcase the works of this exciting, global rising star! 



FEROMONTANA

FEROMONTANA
“STARS FROM EARTH”                                                                      MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Inspired by Damien Hirst’s statement, “I love color. I feel it inside me. It gives me a buzz,” Feromontana, 
creates innovative polychromatic large-scale canvases which spiritually communicate the harmony of humans 
in nature. Blending the realm of the fantastical with the real, Feromontana mystically translates sculptural forms 
of the goddess Diana and Michelangelo’s David as he powerfully reveals with great sympatico the reality of 
the invisible within the visible. Galvanized by Damien Hirst’s spots, Feromontana “takes his spots, shuffles 
them, and I flow into the different directions my own mind leads me to. To marble statues, to flying spots, and 
rings…” Suggesting a sophistication of style that bridges classical sculpture with contemporary painting tech-
niques, an exhilarating energy replete with joie de vivre emblazon Feromontana’s rainbow-hued compositions.

“I try to link the antique sculpture skills and the beauty of marble statues with the contemporary present. I want my art 
to be a colorful and positive combination of present and past themes,” states Feromontana. Channeling his fascination 
with abstraction, whether it is an entire non-objective canvas or dream-like human forms, Feromontana metamorpho-
ses his passion into graceful dreamscapes that exude charm and beauty.  The chromaticity of his saturated colors and 
balanced compositions emphasize the other-wordy qualities of his mythological subjects. Each of his virtuosic  paint-
ings has its own cadence, reflecting rhythmic tempos; some of which are syncopated and fast-paced while others are 
more measured and understated.  Juxtaposing the movement of his glowing dots with colorific hues of  blue, green, or 
gradients of other tones, Feromontana’s forms swirl into unique compositions that mirror the essence of the  human spirit

Intuitively applying bold gestural brushstrokes, his mystical myth paintings metamorphose into 
semi-abstract expressionist tableaux where chromatic forms appear to be animated and accessible. His expert 
use of light and shadow reflect a language of energy that contributes to the expressionistic element of his work.  
Offering a primal sense of vital energy to his works, we view the interaction of unique spatial relationships which 
balance against each other with a musical sense of movement.  Celebrating the essence of the human spirit, 
Feromontana’s powerful spray paint application resonates with breathtaking beauty and awe-inspiring technique. 
This gifted art defines with a visual melody, the special union between the mythological and the human realm.   

Rich in artistic tradition and seeped in history, Feromontana’s “four dimensional” fantasia-hued spot por-
traits expertly reveal extraordinary facility with realistic figuration. Also a preeminent sculptor and success-
ful lawyer, Feromontana lives and works in Austria. Exhibiting throughout Europe as well as the United 
States, Feromontana’s paintings and sculptures are featured in private collections and gardens internationally. 
 

“Diana Turning Original I”                                                                                                       
Acrylic on Canvas
82” x 39”



“French Blues”
Oil on Canvas
24” x 18”

ANN GORES

ANN GORES
“STARS FROM HEAVEN”                                                                                 MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Paul Cezanne declared, “Light is a thing that cannot be reproduced, but must be represented by something else – 
by color.” Recognized for her 21st century Impressionism, Ann Gores’ art reflects the visual heritage of the 19th 
century French Impressionists as her expressionistic color palette immortalizes impressions of our beautiful world. 
Strongly evocative of the French Impressionist’s depictions of landscapes and florals, Ms. Gores draws much of 
her inspiration from her international travel experiences and first hand observations. Seeking to develop her own 
visual dialogue with bold brushstrokes, color harmony, and complementary hues, Ann Gores’ compositions enliven 
cherished memories and remind viewers to inhale the beauty of nature and appreciate its surrounding beauty.
 
Continuing the legacy of the Impressionists, one of the hallmarks of Ms. Gores’ signature style is her treat-
ment of light. Mosaic-like applications of paint adroitly illustrate light’s crystalline, dappled quality 
which is filtered through clouds and glass vases. Drawn to scenes with high contrast or strong light sourc-
es, each painting is the culmination of a thousand different decisions, thoughts, and feelings that ultimately 
produce incandescent compositions of simple elegance and tranquil solitude. As the common denominator 
of light prevails, hard edges interspersed with diffused lines are another focal point in her series of work. 
Demonstrating a strong color sensibility and sense of greater stylistic interpretation, her undulating land-
scapes and floral still lifes seem to pulsate with a sense of quiet, inviting life that is both serene and exciting.
 
Ensuring that each painting is compositionally successful from a distant, when observed up close, the 
paint application shows the dynamism and meticulous detail of her artistic process. Reflecting the real-
ity of her chosen outdoor scenes or still life, and the inner attachment that Ms. Gores feels to these sites, her 
superb technical skills and advanced color theory allows her to transform her subjects into her own 
fantastical image. Ms. Gores does not limit her compositions to the natural world, but expands the world, 
breaking boundaries and exceeding the limits of mere representation, enacting viewers to realize their own 
ability for visual autonomy and ownership of an imagination that exceeds the rational drive of urbanization.
 
Ann Gores’ ability to see nature and translate it into art with a masterful blend of inspired impressionism 
has made her work greatly sought after by collectors throughout the world. Treasured in both private and 
corporate collections, both internationally and nationally, Ann Gores’ personal vision reverberates with the 
inherent harmony of humanity’s relationship with nature, inspiring us to coexist in a counterpoint of whole-
ness with the natural terrain. Her unending quest to manifest the divinity of the world, and preserve the 
ephemerality of nature has resulted in widespread acclaim, both internationally, as well as nationally.



“Tulip Feastival”
Chalk,Pastel 
20.5” x 18.5”

MONIQUE CARASSO HEUBEL

MONIQUE CARASSO HEUBEL
“STARS FROM HEAVEN”                                                                                MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

“Nature won’t be summoned to order and won’t be kept waiting. It must be caught, well caught “stated the great 
Impressionist painter Claude Monet. Deriving inspiration from the French and Post Impressionists, contemporary 
Kansas artist Monique Carasso Heubel is not interested in an exact replication of a landscape. Rather, Ms. Carasso 
Heubel’s compositions reflect the notion that nature is never as static as it appears in a photographic image, but is 
constantly changing through time and space, from season to season, through different visual perspectives. The use 
of color and Ms. Carasso Heubel’s continually changing perspectives between compositions gender a fascinat-
ing view of different moments in time, capturing the dynamism and energy of her lines and textured application. 
 
Ms. Carasso Heubel explores the feeling of nature by emulating the organic texture of natural surfaces. “Most 
of my oil pastels are done at my alternate office… nature,” she states. Perfectly encapsulating the sentiment of 
her scenes, Ms. Carasso Heubel strives to recreate the peaceful feeling of watching the movement of the ocean, 
or viewing a sunset. Instead of mimicking a photographic representation of nature, her compositions move from 
a distant atmospheric perspective to a close-up, depicting heavenly sunrises over a warm and restless sea or 
mountain tops with light shining through the peaks. Through multiple perspectives, juxtaposing color palettes, 
diverse and textured line work, and integrated text, Ms. Carasso Heubels’ compositions are in a visual represen-
tation of nature’s dynamism, showing that no single scene is the defining visualization of a natural landscape. 

In addition to a visual engagement of the sense of sight through a luscious color palette, her paintings engage a 
sense of touch through the thick textured application of oil pastels. Dense, textured pools of color build up the 
surface of her natural vistas. With the diverse directionality of her hand, the compositions visually parallel the 
temporality and environmental conditions of nature. “I hope these paintings take you to places you have been 
or want to go,” Ms. Carasso Heubel muses. “Relax and listen closely to the sounds of the waves in my oceans-
capes. But, be careful. If you look close enough at my mountainscape, a bear just might sneak up on you.”
 
The incandescent paintings of Monique Carasso Heubel result in modern masterpieces which invite the viewer 
to inhale the divine beauty of nature. Cultivating a strong reputation in the international art world, and she has 
exhibited across the United States in Las Vegas, Miami, San Diego, and New York. Treasured in prestigious public 
and private collections, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is thrilled to shine the spotlight on Monique Carasso Heubel. 



STEVEN LAMB

“Tell My Fortune”                
Mixed Media
20” x 24” 

STEVEN LAMB
“STARLIT SYNCHRONICITIES”                                                                       MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Salvador Dali proclaimed, “It is not necessary for the public to know whether I am joking or 
whether I am serious, just as it is not necessary for me to know it myself.” Whimsical and profound, 
studious and spontaneous, Steven Lamb’s stylized figurative social narrative paintings render an 
expressive and insouciant social commentary.  Aesthetically unabridged, he offers a visceral allegori-
cal view of life through intriguing figural spatial distortion. Deriving inspiration from stereotypes to 
illustrate his comedic and hyperbolic figures, Montreal-based Steven Lamb creates a coy, playful 
world of mixed media compositions. Via his powerful storytelling, Mr. Lamb raises introspective 
questions of today’s society with a touch of sardonic humor and highly-developed situational humor. 

With unmistakable, exaggerated features that have become a hallmark of his signature style, his figures 
have an elongation that sets them apart as a visual metaphor of social commentary. Capturing his subjects 
amidst daily activities, Mr. Steven Lamb highlights the socialization and bonds formed by humans over 
simple communications. Revealing the character and personality of his subjects, Mr. Lamb’s paintings 
possess a unique wit and quirkiness that is appealing and inclusive. While verging on the illustrative, 
his compositions reveal a dry wit, while also portraying truly empathetic characters placed in fantastical 
settings. Although dreamlike, the images discuss our relationship to reality with force bringing to the fore 
discussions of capitalism, commoditization, and desire within the parameters of fantasy and cultural longing. 
 
Combining mixed media, Mr. Lamb presents a tableau of social narrative evocative of painters such as 
Edward Hopper and Magritte; Mr. Lamb’s diner and bar scenes conjure the aura of times past. Providing 
a timeless and nostalgic feel to Mr. Lamb’s art, the underlying whimsy, and even irony, depicted in his 
compositions remain relevant and contemporary in feeling. Expert attention to his light sources and composi-
tion demonstrate a solid comprehension of representational art that pairs beautifully with his playful banter.                  

Cleverly intermingling humor with somber commentary, his keen observation of human nature is evident 
through his sophisticated allegorical imagery. Comic, distorted, and hyperbolic, Mr. Lamb’s people are 
immediately recognizable. Steven Lamb has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions in Canada and New York, 
and the presence of his works in prestigious collections across the world is an affirmation of his continually 
expanding reputation. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to showcase the art of this Contemporary Master.



C

JOHN PETERS

“Ideas 2”  
Oil on Canvas
24” x 24”    

JOHN PETERS
“STARS FROM HEAVEN”                                                                                    MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

“Art is magic... But how is it magic? ... If creation is not magic, the outcome cannot be magic” proclaimed Hans Hofmann. 
Anthropomorphizing objects of reality to emblematize their strangeness and incongruity of existence, John Peters visceral 
landscape, floral and quasi-surreal still life Magic Realism paintings reflect the contradictory nature of life. By juxtaposing 
symbols with allegorical illusions, this contemporary master creates mysterious tableaux employing his imprimatur gold leaf 
application.  Externalizing our natural world with his illuminated panoramas and mosaic-hued compositions, Mr. Peters transports the 
viewer into a subjective dialogue portraying paradoxical components which symbolize the reality and the unreality of the universe.

Employing a visual language of emboldened shapes and powerful forms, John Peters’ dazzling paintings construct a 
stylized world. Working in oil and utilizing an electric palette of rich, opaque colors, his tapestry of tones provide each 
element of his art with life and motion, using separate blocks of tone to create surprisingly realistic effects of light, 
shadow, and depth. While his exaggerated images teem with objects and activity, his decisive sense of line and composition 
ensure that each painting has an underlying power and strength. Inspired by the Post Impressionists, the Fauvists and the 
German Expressionists, the inner artistic vision of John Peters finds great joy in intermingling an exciting sense of drama 
coupled with visual intensity.  Embodying a pursuit to realize the spirit of the world, John Peters’ densely textured land-
scapes, floral and Magic Realist works are built from layers of oil paint which metamorphose into tangible visions. Burst-
ing with exciting energy, his dramatic works are suffused with his recognizable iconography and distinctive transmutations.

With bold abandon, John Peters’ signature Magic Realism style skillfully employs variegated imagery coupled with 
unbridled emotional content to create compositions that underscore his visceral feelings towards the external realm. 
Uniting his appreciation of the natural world with a distinct way of depicting it, John Peters’ divergent interpretive realms 
marry textured powerful, passionate colors with defined, outlined forms. In swirling brushstrokes, his paintings burst from 
the frame as they evoke a sense of a fevered dream reflecting a powerful surreal fiery sky and forms, which mimic the 
organic and often cyclical shapes of nature. Existing as large vistas, the various points of illumination allow him to estab-
lish unexpected and imaginative points of view and refractions. Juxtaposing his powerful subjects with delicately placed 
metallic and gold leaf application, Mr. Peters elevates the floral, landscape and still-life genres into a decidedly contem-
porary perspective, as he uses the reflective quality of his media to manipulate the dimensionality of his compositions.

Skillfully emphasizing the harmony and beauty of the world, award-winning artist John Peters works and 
resides in Michigan, as well as New Hampshire. Extensively exhibiting in the Northeast as well as 
Europe and the United States, this gifted artist’s paintings are treasured in prestigious collections world-
wide. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to shine the spotlight on this Contemporary Rising Star.



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

“Harvest”
Acrylic on Canvas
51” x 35”

NATALIA ROSE

NATALIA ROSE
“STARS FROM EARTH”                                                    MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Philip Guston mused, “There is a forgotten place of being and things, which I need to remember. I want 
to see this place. I paint what I want to see.” Following this wisdom, Russian born and Denmark based 
artist Natalia Rose challenges the conventional separation between the realm of memory, and the real of 
experience. Exploring dimensionality through layers of color, her compositions radiate power and command 
attention as her paintings navigate themes of identity, exoticism and culture, and the idea of the stranger.
 
Influenced by Russian folk art, Central European Expressionism, and abstract expressionism, 
Natalia’s Rose distinct style reflects art historical fluency and a dichotomy of tradition and the 
avant-garde. Painting with great intensity of color and motion, Ms. Rose explains her deep connec-
tion to Philip Guston’s artistic credo. “My paintings do not depict things which I actually observe, 
but rather what I recall from the past, and more accurately, what I wish to see.” Drawing from histori-
cal and cultural imagery, Ms. Rose weaves a map of identity that intermingle Eastern and Western ide-
als of beauty, as well as mythologies. Embracing both tensions and harmonies between Eastern and 
Western culture, Ms. Rose’s abstracted compositions mirror her perceptions of identity and belonging.
 
Ms. Rose’s primary interest is in pictorial phenomena: the illusion of a three-dimensional space, composi-
tion, and the optical effects of color. Believing that color stimulates a conversation between tone and texture, 
between motion and shape, Ms. Rose’s rainbow-hued palette dances on the canvas as she transcribes life’s 
events through hue, shape and motion. Passionate color and vibrant texture are parlayed into chimeric, 
non-figurative compositions which metamorphose into a visual dialogue of dazzling color and line.“It is not 
the form that dictates color, but the color that brings out the form,” the famous American painter Hans Hofmann 
said in the 1950s. Her paintings pursue the exploration of the relativity of color, developing technique by which 
warm and cool colors interact to produce effects of movement, space and depth. Through her emphasis of spatial 
aesthetics, Ms. Rose tries to grasp language, stating that “transformed into art, language becomes an ornament.”
 
Brilliant and emotive, Ms. Rose translates onto canvas with a syncopated beat the magnificence of our world. A 
student of linguistics in university, Natalia Rose’s fascination and deep understanding of language has informed 
her artistic career. Celebrated in numerous successful exhibitions throughout Europe, Ms. Rose is also noted for 
the presence of her works in prestigious collections and is an affirmation of her continually expanding reputation.
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“Inspiration Amsterdam”
Embroidered Appliqué
25” x 25”

SASKIA WEISHUT-SNAPPER

SASKIA WEISHUT-SNAPPER
“STARS FROM EARTH”                                                                 MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Seeking beauty and fantasy through tradition, Dutch mixed media artist Saskia Weishut-Snapper blends quilting 
and painting in in her abstract, highly tactile compositions. Utilizing iridescent thread and careful embroidery, Ms. 
Weishut-Snapper’s peintisseriesare a fusion of peinture (painting) and tapisserie (tapestry). Showcasing a painterly 
approach to textiles, her works are a symbiosis of craftsmanship, invention, and her Jewish and parental tradition.
 
Ms. Weishut-Snapper uses the scale, emotion and energy of landscapes to inspire energetic drawings 
and textiles. The power of the elements is translated into layers of intuitive marks, visually exploring 
whimsical landscapes with unbridled imagination.  Thread colors and textures entwine to produce a vi-
brant and dynamic surface with tones visually mixing and revealing themselves hence captivating and 
entrancing the viewer.  Ms. Weishut-Snapper sews as she draws and draws as she sews, using her sew-
ing machine as a mark making tool. Her mixed-media compositions exude delicacy and individual-
ity, visually showing the precision necessary for such lively, vibrant, and effervescent compositions.
 
Using iridescent thread and careful embroidery, Ms. Weishut-Snapper creates a dimensional surface. 
Motivated by landscapes and her fascination with different cultures, her textiles are flattened into cloth 
strips of earthy orange, beige, and brown, the picture is punctuated with bright pops of sumptuous teal 
and rich texture. Utilizing the art historical technique of textile weaving to express artistically the natural 
environment, Ms. Weishut-Snapper appropriates historical, Jewish artisan production into her contemporary 
compositions. Each piece plays with abstraction and realism, balancing flattened fabrics with overlapping 
figures and scenes from artfully arranged blocks of cloth. “In my work I am led by my urge to create and 
by my fantasy. By feelings, ambiance, rhythms, and lines,” Ms. Weishut-Snapper says of her inspiration.
 
Embracing and recalling her Jewish upbringing and Judaic artistic tradition, Ms. Saskia Weishut-
Snapper transforms her fabrics into jewels of artistic expression. The award-winning artist Saskia 
Weishut-Snapper works and resides in Holland. Since 1976, Ms. Weishut-Snapper’s peintisseries have 
been exhibited in Germany, England, Italy, Greece, Japan, the Netherlands, and the United States. 



AMARNATH VISWANATH
“STARLIT SYNCHRONICITIES”                                                           MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018

Pierre Bonnard decreed: “Art will never be able to exist without nature.” Inspired by this philosophy, 
Amarnath Viswanath captures the beauty of the natural environment with luminescent paintings that hypnoti-
cally sing with the joy of the natural terrain. Glowingly and arrestingly, the artist states that his compositions 
have “the ability to create an unforgettable impression of a natural landscape.” He feels that art “is a present 
that a painter can gift to his viewers,” as he seeks to promote imagination and retrieve memories. Imparting his 
landscapes with subdued greys, bright blues, and frosted pinks, Mr. Viswanath boosts the color of his foliage, 
capturing bright hues of light with incredible virtuosity. Especially focusing on his favorite color, blue, Amarnath 
Viswanath is masterfully restrained with his color palette, allowing the texture of his foliage amid a hazy mist to 
take the spotlight. Enriched by subtle highlights and muted shadows, Mr. Viswanath expresses a deep reverence 
and understanding of the natural beauty of the world, combining it with a superb spatial and visual awareness.
 
Imbuing each scene with a spirit of freedom, even the most quotidian scene is metamorphosed into 
a subject matter of exalted value and profound beauty. Using a precise sense of line and composition 
as the framework of each work, Mr. Viswanath’s natural vistas embody the spontaneous and organic 
qualities of the trees and fields. Complexly arranging and layering his foliage, Mr. Viswanath achieves 
highly textured surfaces that are astoundingly powerful. With technique simultaneously impressionis-
tic and evocative, Mr. Viswanath’s tactile and dynamic style conveys a transcendental view of nature.
 
Spectrally sensational, Amarnath Viswanath’s illusory canvases are portals to a mystical, natural realm and overflow 
with exciting energy. “The ability to create an unforgettable impression of a natural landscape by experimenting with 
color is a present a painter can give to the viewers. My paintings promote viewers to develop their own imagina-
tion and thoughts,” Mr. Viswanath explains. . Acclaimed for being a virtuoso colorist, Mr. Viswanath’s expressive 
palette reverberates with the pulsation of color which unites his oeuvre offering a visual spiritual sensation of nature. 
 
The award-winning artist works and resides in Germany and his artwork is highly acclaimed on 
several continents. Exhibiting his artwork in group and solo exhibitions internationally, as well as throughout 
Europe and the United States, his landscape and figurative oeuvre is treasured in many public and private 
collections world-wide. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to showcase the art of this contemporary star. 
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AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY, 531 West 25th Street-Ground Floor- Chelsea, New York City, is proud to show in its 
MAY 5-JUNE 14, 2018 Exhibition leading Contemporary Master Artists, whose work explores the abstract, figurative and natural 
worlds, exalting the realm of the aesthetic through brilliant coloration and dazzling sculptural form.  This special “SALUTE To The 
STARS!” exhibition boasts a sparkling constellation of art which will dazzle the senses of both art acquisitors and art aficionados 
alike with its incandescent renewal and regeneration of the visual realm. Pulsating with dynamic synergy and artistic creativity, 
these Chelsea Art Stars’ sophisticated, eclectic and profound representations of the world shine the spotlight on a unique, universal 
artistic language. Highlighted by the glamorous and elegant Saturday, May 12th 3:00- 5:00 pm “Salute To The Stars!” Champagne 
Reception, each shining star artist has the unique capacity to circumnavigate cultural barriers and nationalistic identities as they 
translate contemporary global art as they illustrate their views. Reflecting the revitalizing penetration of compelling global ideas 
in our culture, these cross-continental conversations in art inspire with incandescent aesthetic explorations of the visual realm.

STARS from HEAVEN is a stellar compendium that shines the light and unravels the mysteries of the natural world as seen 
through the artistic visions of three compelling artists who transcend cultural boundaries with their visceral oeuvre. Vibrantly 
mirroring the energy of nature, their masterful works invite the viewer to expand our artistic horizons to form new viewpoints 
as they explore the profound complexities of Mother Nature.  Encouraging audiences to interact with powerful and forceful 
compositions, the results of this dazzling survey are magnificent works whose bold intensity and dynamic truths communicate 
sizzling artistic observations of the natural realm which convey a rich new lexicon. Strongly evocative of the French Impres-
sionist’s depictions of landscapes and florals, Washington state artist  ANN GORES draws much of her inspiration from her 
international travel experiences and first hand observations. Drawn to scenes with high contrast or strong light sources, each 
painting is the culmination of a thousand different decisions, thoughts, and feelings that ultimately produce incandescent 
compositions of simple elegance and tranquil solitude. Capturing dynamism and energy of nature, MONIQUE CARASSO 
HEUBEL’s chromatic panoramas employ a brilliant color wheel featuring dense pools of color which reflect the variegated 
perspectives of the landscape as she visually celebrates the joys of the earth and the sky, the water and the mountains. Anthropo-
morphizing objects of reality to emblematize their strangeness and incongruity of existence, JOHN PETERS visceral landscape, 
floral and quasi-surreal still life Magic Realism paintings reflect the contradictory nature of life. By juxtaposing symbols with 
allegorical illusions, this contemporary master creates mysterious tableaux employing his imprimatur gold leaf application. 

SYNERGY of the STARS is a sparkling exhibition which represents the apex of excellence reflecting the work of con-
temporary masters who offer an international perspective to the sensorial realm by illustrating powerful artistic interpreta-
tions of the world. Their imaginative quest for new artistic horizons explores inner visions of Nature, as they transform 
interpretive realms into poignantly mystical beautiful works of art. Illuminating the mysteries of the natural terrain, 
they offer unique insights into the wonderment of life. Through the transcendence of color, Georgian artist, GIORGI 
BLIADZE’s dream-like, majestic landscape images are visual metaphors for the bounty of the terrestrial kingdom.  
ROSANNE CERBO’s still life, floral and landscape paintings pay tribute to the treasures of  the terrain, as well as honor 
the sublime majesty of the natural world. Inviting us to observe the most floral kingdom and our landscapes, she and urges 
us to treasure its joy and beauty. Offering a compelling look at the thriving metropolis of “The Big Apple,” Indian born-
Connecticut based  GANGA DULEEP’s urban city landscapes paint the nexus of New York City’s high rise sky scrapers.     
     
                 

STARS FROM EARTH is a celestial constellation showcasing international artists based from Austria, Denmark and Hol-
land whose incandescent paintings intricately interweave a sublime tableau, reflecting an expressionist connection between 
humankind and the wonderment of the terrestrial realm. This heaven-on-earth exhibition emphasizes ravishing juxtaposi-
tions of line and form as these masterful global artists communicate the splendor of our environment and interject their 
luminescent compositions with exciting, positive spiritual energy. Offering a parallax vision to the majesty of the natural 
world by creating a magical, enchanted kingdom, their works joyfully burst with dynamism as they ethereally illustrate the 
majesty of the natural terrain. Blending the realm of the fantastical with the real, FEROMONTANA mystically translates 
sculptural forms of the goddess Diana and Michelangelo’s David as he powerfully reveals with great sympatico the reality 
of the invisible within the visible. Suggesting a sophistication of style that bridges classical sculpture with contemporary 
painting techniques, at the heart of Feromontana’s figures is an exhilarating energy replete with joie de vivre.  Russian born 
and Denmark based artist NATALIA ROSE challenges the conventional separation between the realm of memory, and the 
realm of experience. Exploring dimensionality through layers of color, her compositions radiate power and command atten-
tion as her paintings navigate themes of identity, exoticism and culture.  Utilizing iridescent thread and careful embroidery, 
SASKIA WEISHUT-SNAPPER’s peintisseriesare is a fusion of peinture (painting) and tapisserie (tapestry). Showcasing a 
painterly approach to textiles, her works are a symbiosis of craftsmanship, invention, and her Jewish and parental tradition.

STARLIT SYNCHRONICITIES challenges the eye with three masters whose expressive paintings reflect the visceral 
qualities of humanity and nature by revealing a fascinating amalgamation of forms and shapes. Ignited by a dynamic artistic 
vision, they adroitly capture the dichotomy of man and nature through their art.  Their visual odyssey explores unconventional 
images of the spirit which evolves into a profound metaphoric message through their metaphysical search. A self proclaimed 
male feminist, KIMBERLY BERG champions his female figures through an artistic exploration of women’s relationship 
to nature. Deriving inspiration from stereotypes to illustrate his comedic and hyperbolic figures, Montreal-based STEVEN 
LAMB creates a coy, playful world of mixed media compositions. Via his powerful storytelling, Mr. Lamb raises introspec-
tive questions of today’s society with a touch of sardonic humor and highly-developed situational humor. Imparting his 
landscapes with an exalted spirit of freedom, German- based artist AMARNATH VISWANATH’s vistas capture the beauty 
of the natural environment with virtuosic skill and embody the spontaneous and organic qualities of the trees and fields.


